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The experimental program of SNEAK is starting with

measurements on a well-known fast uranium core, a repeat of the

ZPR-3 assembly 41. This assembly has been thosen becatise a11

materials necessary for its simulation are aiready aväilabie at

SNEAK. The purpose of t1SNEAK 1" is to test the SNEAK facility

and its experimental equipment. The data obtained will be cofupared

with those of ZPR-3.

In support of the fast reactor development work at

Karlsruhe-,- -the next two assemblies are designed to investigate

special features of sodium- and steam-cooled fast plutonium oxide

reactors. Preparationl? for the sodium assem1:?ly "SNEAK 2" began

in 1964, and for the steam assembly t1SNEAK Y' in 1965.

In the meantime a number of experiments with dilute

sodium-cooled systems have been performed in the USA and in the

UK, partly also with plutonium fuel. However, information on steam

cooled fast reactor systems with plutonium fuel is still scare.

Therefore the SNEAK program has been modified so that SNEAK 3

will be built before SNEAK 2. It is planned that mock-ups of

sodium- and steam-cooled fast prototype reactors will follow

these initial assemblies.

In this paper we will discuss some problems arising

in the simulation of fast power reactors, preparations for sodium

void experiments, steam reactivity effect measurements, Doppler

experiments, and a proposed mock-up for simulating the fission

products in SNEAK. Other experiments such as spectrum-, breeding

ratio-, noise-, and material worth measurements will not be

discussed in this paper.
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Problems of Simulating Power Reactors

Problems of simulation in SNEAK arise from the

following facts:

1.

2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

At present ohly 175 kg of plutonium are available.
\. , : . .

The plutbhium used in SNEAK has a far lowsr Pu240
isotopic content (8%) than is characteristic fo~
fast power reactor fuel (20-30%).

The SNEAK fuel contains no fission products.

Some limitations exist in the availability of non
fissile materials.

All cor-s materials are in the form of plates.

SNEAK will operate at room temperature.

Each of these problems is discussed briefly below.

1. The shortage of plutonium fuel lsads to the necessity

of carrying out all experiments in U-Pu fueled aGsemblies. For

the assemblies 2 and 3 we have chosen to separate the uranium

and plutonium in order to obtain a plutonium zone with the

appropriate composition. The remaining part of the core will be

fueled by U235. To obtain "local correspondence" /1/ and good

spectral matching with the plutonium cores of interest, the

uranium driver zones are made of almost the same size and

composition as the plutonium zones they replace. Criticality is

achieved by adjusting the enrichment of the driver. For each

measurement the shape of the plutonium zone has to be chosen in

a way which minimizes the error introduced by the uranium driver

zone. For central reactivity-, Doppler-, and spectrum measurements,

a central plutonium zone will be surrounded by the uranium driver.

The linear dimensions and the statistical weight of the plutonium

zone are greatestin this geometry. For other experiments such

as local void measurements, where the plutonium zone must be

representative of the whole core, it will have the shape of a

half cylinder or a sector. Details of the arrangements will be

discussed in the following chapters.
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2~ An ektreme eaSe of ~one loading will be used tö study the

i~fluence of Pu240 on the reactivity change caused by loss of

b~6iah~ or ßy fioo~iijg~oi th~ cöre of ä $tea~wc661ed fast reactor.

b~ly very littl~ piutöhi~m Cdfitä±fiiHg the appropriate amount of

p~240 will be av~ilaBle. It will be used to build a small test

~dne with the correct Pu240 concentration and surrounded by a

zone with a lower Pu240 content. To limit the size of the test

zone a differential method will be used for the determination of

the steam density coefficient of reactivity (SDC).

3. A third limitation is the lack of fission products in the

SNEAK fuel. The effects of fission products are most pronounced

in a soft spectrum; in a steam-cooled fast reactor of average

burnup, the presence of fission products may add more than 1% Ak

to the reactivity change due to loss of coolant. A fission

product mock-up without highly radioactive isotopes has been

designed. It allows the determination of fission product effects

on various reactor parameters with relatively good accuracy.

Composition and properties of the mock-up will be discussed in

section 6.

4. In addition to the problems arising from the fuel and

fission products, there are also problems in the simulation of

other reactor materials. Several of them, e.g., sodium and oxygen,

are not available at SNEAK in sufficient quantities to simulate

an entire power reactor core. Outside the test zones these

materials will be replaced by other materials with similar

properties. Our calculations show that spectrum deviations between

SNEAK and the simulated power reactor core can be minimized by

simulating a single element by a mixture of suitably chosen

elements. If, for example, two elements are chosen, the composition

of the mixture is determined by two independent criteria. The

errors introduced in the neutron spectrum by one element can to

some extent be compensated by the other element. We took as a

first condition that the average macroscopic degradation cross
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sections of the reactor element and the simulating mixture be

equal. As a seoond condition we required the equality of the

degradation cross sections in that part of the spectrum of

speciäl importance for the measurements. Alternatively one may

impose as a second condition the equality of the average

transport cross sections.

5. Several steps h~~~ oeen taken to reduce the heterogeneity

effects resulting from the plate strueture of the ocre materials,

e.g., diluting the U235 and Pu239 with U238, and using the

plutonium as mixed Pu-U oxide. Nevertheless, in some experiments,

heterogeneity effects will become important. For instance, the

experiments to determine reactivity effects due to changes in

coolant densities at various Pu240 concentrations must be

corrected for heterogeneity effects. In some cases the heterogeneity

corrections are of the same order of magnitude as the effects

to be measured. From a phenomenological point of view, one can

divide the heterogeneity effects into three types: a) Effects

due to the high energy flux-peaking in the fuel plates, b) Effects

due to increased resonance self-shielding in the eV and keV region,

and c) Increase of the mean diffusion constant due to differences

in the transport cross sections in the various plates. The effects

of type b) are not very important in sodium-cooled fast reaotors,

but they playa major role in steam-cooled system. In the latter,

the net heterogenclty effect depends on steam density and leads

to large corrections to the void coefficient. In the flooded

reactor, effects a) and b) lead to reactivity gains of the order

of 5 to 10% in k. For this reason, heterogeneity investigations

will receive more emphasis in SNEAK 3. The primary purpose of

the investigations is to obtain experimental information about

each of the three types of heterogeneity effects in order to

test our calculational techniques.
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6. ~he difference between the temperature ofthe zero power

experiment a~d~ pöwer t~adtör leads tb bharig~s ~n material

den§ities and ~hahges iii the resbh;nce H.ne shapes. The former

eff~ct does. not cause pröblems because the density ean be

adjÜ~t~d. ~he 6han8~ ö~ ~eabtor paramete~s düe t6 the latter

effect ean be estimated frbm Doppler effect measurements /2/.

3. Sodium Void Experiments

The objective of the a_ssembly SNEAK 2 is to check

reactor physics calculations in a system similar to a 300 MWe

sodium-cooled prototype reactor. Emphasized are measurements

concerning sodium safety coefficients /3/.

3.1 Calculational Reactor Model

A number of one- and two-dimensional diffusion

calculations have been carried out in order to determine the

restrietions imposed on the experiments by some of the limitations

mentioned in section 2. The characteristics oI the reactor model

are shown in table 1.

Table 1: Reactor Model

Core diameter and height 128.64 cm

Reflector thickness 40 cm

Core volume 1670 1

Composition:

Core Driver Reflector

Na 45% 45% 30%

Fe 25% 25% 22%

Fuel 30% 30% 48%

(U02/Pu02=5/1 ) (21.3% enrichment)(U02 )
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The fuel enrich~ent in the driver is adjusted so

that the critic~l size of the reactor is not changed if part of

the plutonium core is replaced by the uranium driver. In the

driver zone 50% of the sodium ahd all of the oxygen are simulated

by a s~itable ~ixtur~ of graphite and aluminium. This is possible

lIJithout notably affectJ.rtg measu!-ements iIi the reactor center;

the neut~ort fluxes chänge by lees thah 1%; the sodium danger

coefficient by 2%, and the Doppler coefficient by only 1%.

Two shielded cross section sets were used for the

calcualtions: The Russian ABN set /4/ and the German KFK set/5/,

each with the same 26 group structure. A comparison with

experimental results of ZPR-6 showed that the KFK set gives

somewhat better agreement with experimental critical masses and

spectral indices, but the ABN set gives better values for sodium

coefficients.

Restricted Size of Experimental Zone

Measurements of the sodium void effect in the entire

reactor core require large amounts of materials, a large excess

reactivity, and much time for complete reloading of the core.

However, in order to obtain values for sodium coefficients in

the entire reactor it is not necessary to extend the measurements

over the whole reactor. One may restrict such measurements to a

900 sec tor of half core height, as may be seen from the following

results of some two-dimensional calculations in R-Q geometry.
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Re?-ctivity, I{ue to Sodium Voidingcin All ...
flutonj.u.m CO,re; Erro..r of Secto,1' ixp$riments

" ,

I
I Croiils secti6n set
! I

I II ABN KFK
I ,I ... ··i I i

I

1· I IVoiding of entire Aktotal :> !-5 I ...6~2 -10-,:;
reactor ..172·10 I

core I iI "

IError I
,C'

Iin Akeff I Ii d. void:lSO lum

voiding of 1 1 14.10-5 18.10-5-g0 core -g4ktotal-(n k)~

i S-
III "

1

I
1 13.10-5 22.10-5

I !j:" core !j:"Aktotal-(A k) 1,
I 4

j" 1i 1 I 1 10.10-5 22.10-5
2 core 2ßktotal-(Clk) 1

I I '2

The error made by restricting an experiment

to a core sector of an all-plutonium reactor, even if the sector

measures only 1/8 of the core, is practically constant and much

smaller than the discrepancy between the results of the two cross

section sets. This is caused by the fact that the flux variations

in the boundary region have already reached their asymptotic form

in such a small sector (fig. 1). By performing two measurements,

one with 1/8 of the core, the other one with 1/4 of the core,

one can eliminate the bounda1'Y e1'1'or experimentally. The difference

of the results of the two measurements gives exactly 1/8th of

the sodium void effect of the entire reactor core.Calculations

in slab geometry show that one may reduce the experimental zone

in axial di1'ection to 1/2 of the cere height with negligible

error (~2.10-5).
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Influence of the Uranium Driver

If the entire plutonium inventory of 175 kg is

placed in a central zone with a radius of 42 cm (355 1 volume)

of the 1670 1 reaotor (table 1), the central sodium danger

coefficie~t differs by only 2% from th~ central coeffibient

measured in the full plutonium reactor. If the r~diu8 of the

central voided zone is increased to 31 cm (142 1 volume) the

difference becomes 14%. The max. positive reactivity change due

to sodium voiding is achieved in a central zone with a radius

less than 30 cm. Therefore it is possible, even with the small
- -- - -

amount of plutonium fuel available, to measure the maximum positive

void reactivity with sufficient accuracy.

Fig. 2 shows the mean value of the axial sodium danger

coefficient as a function of the radius of the plutonium test zone.

It is seen that the radius should be about 40 cm or larger in

order t~t the influence of the driver on t~ axial sodium

coefficient be negligible.

The error in sodium void measurements in extended

core zones which is introduced by a uranium driver in the largest

part of the core has been studied with one- and two-dimensional

diffusion calculations (fig. 3). A sodium void experiment is

assumed to be performed in a plutonium zone consisting of a core

sector comprising 9/39 of the core. The rest of the core consists

of the uranium driver and a variable plutonium zone adjacent to

the experimental sector. The following sodium void effects in the

experimental sector are calculated in R-Q geometry with the KFK

set condensed into 5 energy groups for the cases a through d of

fig. 3.



Table 3: Sector Expe~~~ent~~Pu-uCöre

i
j

I

Ilease of Amount.ofPu(kg) f ]\Ta yoid effect ih fixed error
Ifig • 3 in Va.riable Pu experimental sector (%)

! zOne (10~3ßk/k)
"., er

I" a 587 -1·73 (ref. )

b 78 1.2.42 40
I

I
e 156 •.2.14 24

I
d 144 I -2.07 20I

An analogous study has been performed in axial

direetion, assuming that the experimental zone is limited to the

top half of the eore. The bottom half eontains a plutonium zöne

of v&riable thickness (fig. 3, eases e through h). The 40 cm

thick reflector is not shown in the diagrams.

Table 4: Effeet of Uranium Driver
in Lower Core·':'Rar:r---··-

\
I KFK set (5 group) ABN set (5 group)

Gase of !Amount of Na void in error Na void in error
fig. 3 Pu(kg) in upper half % upper half %

variable of core of core
Pu zone (10-3Ak!k) ( 10-36k!k)

e 381.5 -3.94 - -9.58 (re f • )

f 91.5 -4.40 I 11.6 -10.41 8.7

g 46 -4.83 22.6 -10.81 12.7

h
I

0 -5.73 45.5 -11.46 19.6

With the amount of plutonium available, a eombination

of eases d and g appears to be a reasonable configuration for

determining the sodium void effect cf the all-plutonium core.
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Influence of Reflector CO~Eosition

The refleotor composition h~s practically no

influence on the bentral sodium toefficient; it changes by only

1.3% if the breeder reflector of table 1 is replaced by a

predominantly U238 reflector.

The influence of the axial reflector composition on

the sodium coefficient in a core zone of 10 cm thickness adjacent

to the reflector is shown in fig. 4. A gradually increasing

amount of reflector, starting from the outside, has beenrE:'lplaced

b~ U~3E~ !t is seen that the reflector cömposition has a rather

large influence on the neighbouring core zone. Ohe $hould exactly

simulate the reflector over its full thiekness in the vieinity

of the reaetor axis.

In the ease of seetor experiments the reflector

should have breeder eomposition in the region adjacent to the

experimental seetor. Replacement of the breeder reflector by U238

elsewhere introduces an relative error of only 2% in the measured

sodium void effect.

3.5 Sodium Void Experiments in Assembly 2

The assembly SNEAK 2 has been designed on the basis

of the foregoing considerations.

The 1380 liter assembly (figs. 5 and 6) has the

following composition: 38 v/o fuel (U02/Pu02),

40 v/o Na, and 22 v/o SS.

The central 326 liter zone contains 165 kg plutonium

with 8% Pu240 and 0.8% Pu241. The equivalent enrichment (ratio

of fissile plutonium in this zone to all plutonium and uranium)

is 0.15. The rest of the eare consists of a uranium driver

zone with the same volumetrie compositions as the plutonium

zone. The fuel enrichment in this zone isO.19 (620 kg U235).



Central sodium void measutements include: 1) danger

coefficient measurements, and 2) measurements in central zones

cf increasing sizc in order to dctermine the maximum positive

soditim void effect. In addition, axial sodium void measurements

are planned with the use of the pile oscillator. In order to

perförm these latter measurements in the upper core-half, the

fuel elements containing plutonium are re loaded in such a way

that the plutonium zone is located at the upper part of the core.

A measurement in a 1/8 core sec tor is proposed for

determination cf the sodium void effect in an entire plutonium

care (fi:g. 6). This sectoT is farenough away from the uranium

driver that no speetrum distortions oceur at its surface.

Calculations show, however, that a eorrection of 30% must be

applied in order to aecount for the difference between the sodium

void effeet in the selected 1/8 SNEAK core sec tor and 1/8 of

the sodium void effect in a complete plutonium core. This difference

is due to the influence of the driver on the spectrum and its

adjoint in the whole volumeof the experimental plutonium

sector (see section 4). Despite the relatively large corrections

it seems possible, even with the small amount of plutonium fuel

available at present, to determine the sodium void reactivity

effeets with an accuracy that is sufficient for the safety

evaluation of the prototype reactor.

4.

4.1

~Ieasurements of S_team Densi ty Coe fficien ts

of Reactivi~y in SNEAK 3

Experimen~al Program

In order to investigate the characteristics of a

fast steam-cooled reactor, a eritical assembly is proposed with

a core volume of about 700 land oxide fuel with a ratio

Pu02/U02 = 1/6.
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Table 5 shows the comp6sition of SNEAK 3~ A unit cell

of the core, built up of sNEAK plates ahd nickel tubes, is shown

in fig. 7. This arrangement of tubes was chosen in order to

facilitate measurements of the steam density coefficient of

reactivity (SDC), i.e., the reactivity change per unit density

change throughout the entire tore. The nickel tubes run axially

through the whole core äna the upper a~ial blanket. Since no

steam or water can be used in SNEAK for safety reasons, poly

ethylen will be used to simulate the steam. Polyethylene strings

of varying diameter fill the central channels of the nickel

tubes. These strings can easily be inserted or removed without
- _.- - - --

unloading the plates.

Apart of the reflector of the experimental reactor

will be similar to a low density breeder blanket. However, most

of the outer surface of the core will be reflected by a high

density blanket of depleted uranium.

One possible version of assembly SNEAK 3 is shown in

fig. 8. The cylindrical core will have a height of 90 cm and a

diameter of 100 cm. The inner zone, surrounded by a uranium

driver, has a height of 65 cm and a diameter of 72 cm, and is

plutonium fueled. The mass of fissile material in the two zones

is 142 kg Pu239 and 341 kg U235 respectively. The core will be

surrounded by a blanket of 30 cm thickness.

A comparison of the neutron energy spectra of the

plutonium and uranium reactors (fig. 9) indicates that the spectrum

in the uranium zone would be somewhat harder than the spectrum

of the plutonium zone. More striking are the discrepancies in the

adj oint spectra (fig. 10). This will be of major importance for

the SDC experiments.

The experimental program of SNEAK 3 is aimed

primarily towards the investigation of:

a) The SDC and the coolant loss reactivity.

b) The influence of poisons, e.g., Pu240 and fission
products, cn the SDC.



c)

d)

e)

Table 5:
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The Doppler coefficient.

Materiai replacement; cbefficiehts, e.g., those öf
o5tygen ahd structural rha.terial.s.

Heterogeneity effects on the neutron ene~gy spectrum;
tne ~eaGtivity, and the SDC.

Composition of SNEAK 3

(Atom densities in units of 1020 cm-3 )

I
I

Isotope Plutonium Uranium Breeder
Zone Zone Blanket

- - -----

Pu239 13.41

Pu240 1.20

lPu241 0.12

lPu242 0.01

U235 0.58 19.15 0.7

i1J238 81.54 81.42 100.0

Cr 19.05 46.99 11.5

Fe 76.89 160.9 41.1

~i 85.52 23.05 64.3

Al 71.20 71.2

C 0.28 47.89 47.9

fuel 133.3 106.8 107.0
Ö steam 8.6 8.6 8.6

~ 17.23 I 17.23 17.23
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The Steam Density Coef~icient

The reactivity change due to the uniform insertion of

H20 in the core of SNEAK 3 is caus~d primarily by additional

moderation, partially also by reduded leakage. For the assembly 3

without fission prod~cts, the dependence of the multiplication

constant k on the steam density in the coolant volume fraction of

the core (35%) is shown in fig. 11. The normal hydrogen

concent~ati6n in thecoolant region of assembly 3 is chosen to

correspond t6 that of a typioal rast steam cooled power reactor,
. . 3 ...
~.e., ~N = 0.07 g/cm /6/.

Of main interest is the range from q = 0 (complete

coolant loss) to q= 0.1 g/cm3 • From a safety point of view,

flooding of the reactor is considered a less serious problem

than 10ss of coolant, since it will not occur as suddenly and

can be control1ed by some shut-down mechanism. The contributions

to reactivity due to neutrons of energy E which are moderated to

lower energies by collisions with hydrogen are shown in fig. 12

for three different steam densities. The net reactivity effect

is the sum of large positive and negative contributions, and.

therefore it is hard to predict the change in the SDC caused by

a small change in reactor composition. As soon as there are

additional poisons such as Pu240 of fission products in the core,

the SDC changes considerably; instead of an importance gain for

degraded neutrons there may be a loss, and the multiplication

factor k shown in fig. 11 does not reach such large values at

high steam density /6/.

The neutron energy spectra and the importance spectra

in the center of SNEAK 3 are shown for several steam densities in

fig. 13 and 14. The hardening of the neutron spectrum due to

coolant loss is abvious.

The experimental procedure of measuring the SDC

appears difficult. Steam density changes throughout the entire

core, blanket, or in zones of the reactor can be simulated
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by varying the amount of polyethylene in the nickel tubes. This

procedure is time consuming and~ furthermore~ the accuracy of

such measurements depends upon the reproducibility associated

with the loading procedure. Therefore only a few points on the

curve k(~) will be measured. At the selected steam densities,

also the slope A~(~) will be determined by material replacement

measurements with the pile oscillator or sample changer. H
2

0

danger coefficients will be measured at certain steam densities

at several locations in the core; the slope ~k(~) for the
- A~

entire core will then be found by spatia~ integration. Measurements

at 3 or 4 steam densities in the region of main interest from
7-

Q = 0 to q = 0.1 g/cm.) should be sufficient.

The SDC experiments will be made inside the plutonium

zone of assembly 3. SDC experiments at least 10 cm inside the

boundary of the plutonium zone will yield information about an

equivalent SDC experiment in an all-plutonium core with a test

zone of equal size. It may then be feasible to extrapolate to

the SDC of a plutonium Gore by gradually increasing the size of

the test zone. Calculations have been made for 2 kinds of

arrangements: 1) concentric spheres~ and 2) sec tors of increasing

size.

In the concentric spheres experiment, the zone of

maximum statistical weight (the center of the reactor) is used

for the determination of moderation and absorption effects. The

second experiment ~ using sectors, allows the measurement of leakage

effects due to steam density changes. Reactivity effects caused

by steam density changes in 1) concentric spheres of radius r T
inside a reactor with uranium driver, and 2) in an equivalent

all-plutonium reactor are shown in table 6. Reactivity changes

for corresponding experiments differ up to 20%, although

statistical weights, fluxes j and adjoint fluxes in these

zones agree within 2%. The difference is caused mainly by the

moderation effect. The reactivity worth of neutrons of energy

E which are moderated to the energy Ei is proportional to

0(E) J0-:-~EI )-}O+(E) } : The value 0+(Ei )-0-:-(E) is in the_,--order

of 160 0-' (E) -Co ~ö }O-'-(E). A few percent deviation in ~' in the
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$ph~rical Zqne Experiment in SNEAK 3

I All-Pu Core with ! Pu Zone (r =.39 cm)

I I
Depl. U Blanket with U Driver and
r = 53.2 cm Depl. U BlanketI cere r = 53.2 cmbore

, ,

';'1.47

r T = 53.2 cm I
I
1 +5.73

-0.66 -0.52

IrT = 30 cm

+2.71 -:-2.39

-0.06 -0.05
r T = 12 cm

-'-0.27 +0.24
I

IrT 0.78 -2.08*10-5 -5= cm -1.77 ·10
(calculated

+6.51 -10-5 8 -5with pertur-
I

+5.5 ·10
Ibation theory)
I I

Given in the above table is:

Percent change in k for steam density variations in a test zone

of radius r T•

Steam density change from ~ = 0.0735 g/cm3 to « = 0
(upper left number)

from q = 0.0735 g/cm3 to ~ = 0.3 g/cm3

(lower right number)
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U-PU reactor relative to the all-plutonium reactot may aCcount for

the quite differertt ~6aeratiori effects. The net reactivity effect
1

which 18 the surn of {arge positive and negative conttibutiöns of

neutrons in the energy ranges 10Ö eV tb 10 keV and 100 keV to

10 MeV, can easily differ by as much as 20%.

The sector experiments will be used to determine the

radial dependence of the local SDC. It should also be possible to

measure leakage effects accurately in a sector and to study the

SDC due to steam density variations in the blanket. However 1

moderation differences between the U-Pu reactor and the all

plutonium I'eactor are morepronounced in this experiment.

The geometrical arrangement of the experiment is

illustrated in fig. 15.

The multiplication constants for sectors of

increasing size for the U-Pu reactor (curves Band C) and the

all-plutonium reactor (curves A and D) with corresponding test

zones are shown in fig. 16. Curves A and B give the reactivity

change associated with an increase of steam density from

~N to ~ = 0.3 g/cm 3 , curves C and D that for a change from

9N to ~ = O.

The reactivity values for steam density changes in

the all-plutonium core and/or the blanket can be determined with

approximately 30% accuracy by simple extrapolation from sector

experiments. By using more sophisticated extrapolation techniques,

e.g. 1 by correcting the statistical weight of the test zone for

its deviations from linearity, the accuracy can be improved.

The Effect of Pu240 on the SDC

The effects of Pu240 on the SDC will be studied

in a multizone version of SNEAK 3. A small test zone within

the plutonium zone will be fueled with plutonium of the isotopic

composition of interest. A search for the minimum allowable size
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of the test zone was carried out at Karlsruhe by W.J. Oosterkamp

using first order perturbation theory in connection with 26 group

diffusion theory. The reactivity effects due to the oscillation

of a polyethylene sampIe either in the test zone of the multizone

reaetor or in the same location of a reactor having the cörrebt

Pu240 content throughout werec~mpared. Differences are caused by

deviations of fluxes and adjoint fluxes in the two cases as weIl

as by the different statistical weight of the perturbed region.

Table 7 shows the error in the H20 danger coefficients for three

sizes of the test zone and for two Pu240 concentrations. The error

caused by differences in statistical weight may be calculated

rather accurately, thus reducing the total error.

It was concluded that about 5 kg of plutonium having

a Pu240 isotopic content of 30% should be available in addition

to the plutonium normally used. This amount will be sufficient

to form a spherical zone of 135 mm radius (volume ~ 10 1), if a

30% Pu240 isotopic content is desired. Diluting this material

in a 1:1 ratio with the standard SNEAK fuel will lead to a

spherical zone of 170 mm radius (volume ~ 20 1) and a Pu240

content of 19%.

There will be an additional error introduced by the

measurement technique. The polyethylene sampIe to be oscillated

should be large enough to make the reactivity change easily

detectable but not so large that it will severely perturb the

flux spectrum. A cubic sampIe of 25 mm edge will produce a

reactivity change of about 3 • 10-6 ßk. If the precision of a

pile oscillator measurement is ~5 • 10-8 Ak, such a measurement

will have a relative error of about 2%. The estimated error

of a danger coefficient measurement including both the epxerimental

and systematic error due to spectral effects will amount to

about 10% for a 135 mm zone of 30% Pu240 content, and to about

8% for a 170 mm zone of 19% Pu240 content.
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Error of Steam Danger Coefficient
Evaluated qt Normal Steam Density

I Atom Ratio Pu239/Pu240/Pu241/Pu242

80/17/2.5/0.5 I 63/50/5/2
': :' ,[

~adius of the Test Zone (mm) 60 6b 120

~frorduetoDiff~renceof
Flu~e$ and Adjöint Fluxes (%)
~tror aue td Diff~rences of
~tatistical Weights (%)
I

2:5.0 9.2 5.0 2öi6 ....9.4

1.8 1 . 9 2 • 1 6.7 -7.2

4.4 The Effect of Burn-up on the SDC

To study the effect of burn-up on the SDC in a fast

steam-cooled reactor of medium size, experiments in assembly 3

are planned in which the core will be po:;i..spned by fission products.

It is foreseen that the plutonium zone will have a poison content

which corresponds to an average burn-up of 23000 MWd/t using the

fission product mock-up described in section 6.

The Effect of Heterogeneity on the SDC

Fig. 17 shows the calculated difference between keff
valuesjnhomogeneous and heterogeneous cores at various steam densities.

The curves are based on cell calculations for a geometrically

simplified model of assembly 3 usingcross sections from the 26

group ABN set. The main features of the calculational method are:

a) Collision probability methods are used to treat
the transport problems.

b) Equivalence relations are used for heterogeneity
corrections of self-shielded cross sections.

c) Heterogeneity corrections for the group diffusion
constants are based on an approximate formula given
by Benoist /7/.
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Fig. 17 shows the large positive effects of heterogeneity at high

water densities and the hegative erfect in the voided reactor.

Table 8 lists the components of the heterogeneity

effect at various steam densities. The contribution due to changed

diffusion constants, okD, is the dominant effect in the voided
3reactor, whereas for ~H 0 = 0.3 g/cm the greatest part of the

heterogeneity effect caft be interpreted as a change in the

infinite multiplication factor k.;:.o •

Table 8: Heterogeneity Effects at
Different Steam Densities

RH20 (g/cm3 )
dk""" 3 r *) _"Z. $keff (10-3 )T (10- ) ökD

(10 ./)
keff0<'"

0 +2.6 -8.2 -5.6

0.0735 +6.2 -4.7 +1.5

0.3 +15.9 -2.2 +13.7

In a core without hydrogen, reactivity measurements

on test zones with increased heterogeneity are planned. By

performing such experiments with the test zones at different

radial positions, we expect to be able to separate the effects

of <! kD and 6'"ko,?'

Similar experiments are planned in a core in which a

steam density of approximately 0.3 g/cm3 is simulated. In a central

test zone of such a core, the &kD component is negligible. Fine

structure reaction ~ates will be measured with foils in order to

test the calculated fine structure of the neutron flux in

different energy regions.
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A'broad program of Döpplerltle8.surements is planned

föt- the SNEA.K asselnblies. Thes~ measurements will be directed not

oniy tbward the atcufate experimental determination of temperature

töerficients in typical fast reactor systems but also toward the

verification of the adequacy of resonance cross sections and

calculational teehniques. In particular~ the experimental approach

is intended to be very flexible so that the temperature effects

can be measured over a wide range of temperatures~ sample volumes~

sample compositions~ and core compositions.

As a basis for the design of the experiments~ aseries

of Doppler coefficient calculations has been carried out for

SNEAK 2 and SNEAK 3. The prim~ry goals of these calculations were~

in addition to predicting the magnitude of the reactivity effects,

1) a study of the energy dependence of the Doppler effect~ 2) a

study of the Doppler coefficicnt as a funetion of eoolant volume

fraction or density~ and 3) studies of the effectiveness of buffer

zones surrounding the Doppler samples. The caleulations were

carried out using spherical reactor models~ the 26 group ABN

cross section set, diffusion theory, the Doppler program of

Froelich /8/~ and first order perturbation theory. Some of the

results for the steam-eooled system are shown in figs. 18 and 19.

The Doppler coefficient is approximately twice as large as for

SNEAK 2; however~ upon complete loss of coolant, the coefficient

is reduced to less than one-third of its normal value. The studies

also indicate that the coefficientis dependenee upon coolant

density may be experimentally determined by making the appropriate

density ehanges in a small 15 liter volume at the center of the

critical facility.

Figure 19 shows that~ under normal eonditions, the

eoeffieient has a maximum at approximately 500 eV~ and that the

major part of the effect oceurs between 100 eV and 1 keV~ i.e.~

at energies considerably lower than in the sodium system. There

fore greater care must be taken to properly account for

heterogeneity effects in the Doppler samples.
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Two parallel experimental approaches are planned for

the measurements in SNEAK:

1) Pile oscillator or auto-rod measurements with
relatively small fuel sampies (volume ~ 150 cm3)
heated electrically up to 1200oK.

2) A Doppler "Looptl in which hot gas is used to heat up~

over a more limited temperature range, a center
portion (as much as 4.5 liters) of the SNEAK assembly.

1. Oscillator Measurements: In this type of measurement, two

essentially identical samples~ one hot and one cold~ are

oscillated in and out of the reactor. Their reactivity differences

is determined by application of either the pile oscillator or

auto-rod techniques described in /9/. The sampies are cylindrical

in form, 15 cm long, and 3.5 cm in diameter. At present, four

different sets of Doppler sampies are planned: 1) U23802-Pu02

sampies with various fractions of Pu0
2

; 2) U0
2

sampies with

various enrichment of U235; 3) U23502-A1203 sampies with U2350 2
volume fractions ranging from 0.05 to 0.5; 4) Pu0

2
-A1

2
0

3
sampies

with Pu02 volume fractions ranging from 0.05 through 0.5. Sampies

of types 1) and 2) will cover ratios of fissile to fertile

material which are plausible in fast reactor systems. It is hoped

that Doppler measurements on types 3) and 4) will shed some light

on the uncertainty surrounding the Doppler effect of fissile

materials /10/, /11/. These latter sampies will cover a broad

range of ~ (potential scattering per absorber atom) values~ and
p

therefore should provide an opportunity to study the adequacy of

some of the calculation techniques used for lumped sampies, e.g.~

the flat flux approximation and the sample-core interaction effect

/12/.

2) Doppler Loop Measurements: The oscillator measurements

described above~ although having the advantage of covering a

broad temperature range with high precision reactivity measurements,

do not yield Doppler coefficients of the actual core composition.

For this purpose, a test zone consisting of 1, 4~ or 9 modified
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SNEAK tuel elements cah be inserted intb the Core and oscillated in

tempera\;ür~ be~\veen300ä1id 6'O,0oK. In contrast t6 the normal

platelet con$t~uction OI the SNEAK elements, the Doppler elements

contairJ. ci ~uaatatic 49 pin mat:ri;x with O.b cin diameter pihs,. The!3e

claad~d pins afe filled w~~Rthe matefi~l necessary to achieve

the desired overall test zorle compasition. Thtee basic pin
compositions are planned: 1) U2380 2 pins; 2) pins with mass of

u23802/mass of Pu02 = 3; 3) pins containing structural materials

or coolant simulants. The proper combination of types 1) and 2)

can produce a test zone with fertile to fissile material ratios

ranging from three to infinity. Sodium will be simulated by pins

containing a lead-sodium alloy; the steam coolant will be

simulated by pins containing zirconium hydride.

Doppler reactivity effects of the order 10-4 Ak are

predicted for a ~T of 300oK. Calculations using collision

probability techniques have shown that the pin diameter is small

enough to require only a small correction for heterogeneity effects.

6.

6.1

Fission Product Mock-up

Introduction

The radiation level of many fission products prevents

their use in a critical assembly. Therefore j a search was carried

out for a mixture of stable elements which would simulate the

reactivity effects due to the fission products. This mixture

contains both fission product nuclides and mock-up materials.

In contrast to a former approach to this problem /13/,

the energy dependent cross sections as given in /14/, /15/, and

/16/ were used for calculating the composition of the mixture

even though rather large uncertainties are associated with many

of the cross sections. Our simulation procedure aims at

minimizing that part of the effect considered (e.g. j the reactivity

change due to loss of coolant) that is contributed by mock-up

materials.
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Fission products with half lives of less than one year

were replaced by their decay products, because the anticipated life

of a fuel element will reasonably exceed one year. Secondary fission

products, i.e.,nuclides that are produced by either neutron capture

or radioactive decay of directly produced fission products, were

taken inte account. The total number of fission products considered

~m6tints tö 87.

6.2 Basis of Simulation

We introduce the following classification of fission

products in order to simulate them by a mixture of stable elements

Ctable 9).

The fission products in groups 1 and 5 do not

necessitate any simulation. Those in group 2, producing more than

half of the reactivity effect, have to be simulated in part only.

The natural elements contain all fission products of this group,

but their composition is not the one desired. This implies that the

mock-up will contain some of the nuclides in this group in larger

and some in smaller amounts than the original mixture. The nuclides

which are not present in adequate amounts will be simulated by the

surplus ones; the appropriate composition is determined using the

cross section information.

All the fission products of groups 3 and 4 have to be

simulated completely. It was aspired to substitute a fission product

by a material whose absorption cross section has a similar energy

behavior, at least with respect to the energy regions in which the

main resonances occur. First order perturbation theory was used in

the calculations, since the flux perturbation due to the exchange

of a fission product with its substitute is rather small. All non

absorption effects were neglected. Replacing a certain fission

product by its substitute may result in a small deviation of

reactivity for the case of normal coolant density:



Table 9: Classification of Fission P~oducts

The last column shows the relative contribution to the fission

product effect on the loss of coolant reactivity.

IGroup ChrracteriFed bylRemarks

NOIPartiall Total\

Simulatlo~ I

~elative
Frontribution
(percent)

with IRh103,I127,Cs133
sta~lLa139,Pr141

3.5

0.5

26.0

15.5

I!F" "
I lSSlon
iIProducts
IConcerned

!

!
IContribu te
Itoo lit tle
Ito be
!considered
J

iGaseous at
iroom
Itempera ture
I

\Radioactive

iElements
I0111y on~
!isotope

;

!Isotopes of li All that are
ielements with ,stable isotopes
imore than one lof Zr, MOl RU I

Istable isotope!Pd, Ag, Cd, Ce,
I iNdl Sm, Eu, Gd

\

i
jKr85, all
lisotopes of Xe

I
J

lZr93,Tc99,Pd107,
!I129 ,Cs1 35 ,Pm147 ,
\sm151,Eu154,EU155

Ise82,Kr83 ,Kr84,
iKr86, Rb85,Rb87,
ISr88,Sr90 ,Y89,
\ In11 5,Te126,Te128,
!Te130,Cs137,Ba134,
iBa 136 ,Ba 137,Ba138,
·Tb159

x

x

x

x

x

4

5

3

2

1
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f[l~ C~) -l.:.CE)] >0 1 C.E,)>O 1*CE.)dE

k1
:= J'X

1
CE' )>0

1
* CE']'VeE)lfCE)>01-C-E-)-dE......·'-d-"E

where ~oCE) = macroscopic absorption cross sectiön of the fissiona product

~sCE) = macroscopic absorption cross section of thea
substitute

subscripts 1 and 2 refer to normal and zero coolant

density, respectively, and all the other symbols have their

usual meanings.

Another deviation may result if the same replacement

is done at zero coolant density. If we require that these two

deviations be equal C6k1 =ak2 ) we obtain the correct reactivity

change for loss of coolant. This leads to the expression

f"X 1CE' )>o~CE' )jVCE)~fCE)>01CE)dEdEl

fI:CE)>01CE)>o~CE)dE

fX2CE1)>O;CE,)j'~CE)lfCE)>02(E)dEdE,

jl:CE )>02 CE )>o;CE)dE

-~~2CEI)>O;CE,~VCE)2fCE)~2CE)dEdE,

=

This equation can be satisfied by multiplying eachisCE) by a
a

constant factor, i.e, by adjusting the amount of the simulating

material.

Estimation of Error

It was examined what part of the reactivity effect is

due to the correct fission product nuclides present in the correct

amounts. In order to do so, the reactivity contribution of each

fission product nuclide was calculated. This value then was

compared to the reactivity contribution of the same nuclide of the

mock-up. The smaller of the two values was termed the correct

reactivity contribution. It can be shown that this method is in
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favOr 6f simaiating the fission products in g~öup 3 and 4 py

elements GI gtd~p 2.

Orie triay also use t.his method tO.find the llbest"

composition of different elements s1mulating those fission

products they contain as isotopes. It is ustial1y of advantage to

determine in one calculation the simulating mixttire for isot~pes

that belong to two or three elements. By variation of ihe amounts

to be used of each element, the simulation error may be decreased.

The reactivity contributions were calculated by first

order perturbation theory. Though some of the fission products

w1ll pr6duce a nori~negligible flux perturbation if added to the

TBactor, this-m-e-thtrd--ajJpeRrs t-o -be sufficia-nt for an -errar analysis.

A similar comparison as done for the reactivity

contributions was performed for the mass contributions.

6.4 Application

Table 10 shows the composition of the mock-up

simulating the fission products for a typical steam-cooled

fast reactor of 300 MW thermal power for an anverage burn-up of

about 23000 MWd/t. The isotopic quantity of the elements krypton,

xenon, and cesium was reduced by 50% to account for their escape

from the core.

Table 10: Composition of the Mock-up

Material Amount (kg) Material Amount (kg)

Molybdenum 10.405 Cesium 1.294

Ruthenium 5.750 Lanthanum 2.302
Rhodium 1.663 Cerium 4.761

Palladium 4.680 Praseodymium 2.144

Silver 1.608 Neodymium 8.146

Cadmium 0.212 Samarium 3.338
Iodine 0.371 Europium 0.290

Gadolinium 0.138

Note: Rhodium, palladium,and ruthenium, which are rather
expensive, will partly be substituted by other materials on an
experimental basis.
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The reactivity effect due to fission product nuclides

present in the correct quantity amounts to 58.3% of the fission

product-induced reactivity change due to loss of coolant. The

error introduced by simulating n certain nuclide by a different

one was estimated to amount to between 30 and 40%. This will result

in a 13 to 17% total uncertainty in the reactivity change due to

loss of coolant. In the mixture, 57.5 w/o is contributed by

fission products present in the correct amounts.

In practice most of the materials will be used in the

form of oxides with the exception of rhodium, ruthenium, palladium,

silver, and cadmium which will bG present as metals, and iodide and

. c-es-ium -which will he used- in-the fOr-ffi of AgI andGs
2

CQy

Because 0: lack of space, all zirconium fission

products were simulated by molybdenum. This does not change the

simulation error notnbly.

Versatility of the Mock-up

The fission product mock-up was calculated to give

best agreement for the fission product contribution to the

reactivity change due to loss of coolant in a steam-cooled reactor.

The effect this particular mock-up would have for other conditions

is shown in table 11. It gives the systematic deviation (in percent

of the correct value) one would obtain by using the mock-up that

was calculated for coolant loss of a steam-cooled reactor for other

situations. The results imply that the mock-up is much more

versatile than one might have expected.

All calculations were done by means of a FORTRAN

program written for an IBM 7074 computer. The fission yields were

taken from /17/. The spectra and importance spectra were obtained

by a 26 group diffusion theory calculation. A more detailed

treatment cf the fission product mock-up will be published elsewhere.
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Versatility ~f the Mock-up

(-"-------------r-----------1---------,
~ffeet of Interest:

~eaetivity Change
Due to

Coolant loss

ICOOlant loss

I

1~~~~-~~~a~~~u~~s' ')
fool-ant J:oss - 

~eeumulation of **)
Ifission produets
I

*)
Flux below 2 keV artifieially inereased
by faetors up to 10 in the lowest groups

* *) Average burn-up 23000 MWd/t
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?N =steam density under normal conditions
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